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Summary. It is assumed that a given network has N
nodes and･ N(Nll) arcs

which have

the Probabilities to pass tbrougb another node. We have two choices in each arc wbetber we

change the arc before and replace new Arc with high probability, or not. Changing costs

before and after are given･
A

method of obtaining the optimal path with optimal policy of

replacement which makes the minimum expected-cost from arty) node l'to sink
N in戸directed

network is desired･ The problem is formulated by using the functional equations of
dynamic

progamming and wbicb gives some informations in optimal policy. The unlqueneSS Of functional

equations and the convergence of successive approximations are shown. In the last a similiar

problem with time-lag is considered.

1･ Intro加etioll･ Bellman 〔2〕 has given a method of finding the shortest path for a

network using the functional equations of dynamic programming. In this note we propose the

method of obtaining the optimal path with optimal policy of replacement wbicb makes the

expected cost minimum. It is assumed that a givendirected network has N
nodes and- N(NJl)

arcs
which have the probabilities lpi)･l not to pass through, moreover we are allowed inl^each

arc (2',i) to
replace it new arc with lower probability Pi,･¥ at beforehand with cost

Bi,･, Ⅰ占t･he

second section the problem is formulated in the functional equations of dynamic programming,

an analysis of replacement policy is given in the third section'and unlqueneSS and apporoxi血-

ations in policy space are discussed in the following two sections. In the sixth section numerical

examples are given･ Contrary to the above problem of optimal type, a problem of adative

type is formulated in the last section.

2･ Formulatior[･ In a directed network a set ofN nodes is given and numbered in any

fashion･ In every ordered pair (i,
)･),

i,
)･-1,

2,--N, we call it arc (i, i) and which has the

probability lpijl not to pass through･ We have two
choices in each arc whether we

change

the arc
with ‡piji before

and replace the new arc with ‡pi,.兼l∴Changing costsムf arc･ (i, j)

before and after are
Bi}

and
Aij

reSPeCtively･ The traverse cost is denoted dy Cij. It is

natural that we assume

A'ij < Bi)A
(2.1)
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Pi?･* < Pi)I

Let

Uiニー- minimum expected cost traversing optimal path with

optimal policy of replacement from node
i to node

N･

Employing the principle of optimality 〔1〕, we get

Ui - Min

UNTO.

All,A〔pi,A(Ai,.+U'･) + qiJ. 〔Ci]+U,･)〕
)≒i

Min (Bi)･ + Pi).* (Ai).+U).) +qii* (Cij-i-U,･)]
]ナ=i

(i =-

1, 2,･･････.N-1)

｣●

(2.2)

where

q2･,.
- 1- bi,･ , and ?i,･井二-- 1

-
qi,･於 (2･5)

In the right hand of the upper equation
means after･replacement and the lower before-replace-

ment. If the arc (i, i)
does not exsist,we consider the right hand of eq. (2･3) infinite･ If it is

舶1oop to return the node itself, we
number the arc (i, }-) as E<)land can obtalh the Valtle

of eq. (2.3) directly. But generally we cannot obtain it directly･

3.Analysis lh policy oE坤1acement･ The equation (2･3) is reformulated in the followirlg ;

ui=Minし
Min [pりA?･)･ + qij Ci,. + U)･]

)'ヒi

咋n, [Bij + P?I.'･浄Al.,･+ q,･j弟C,,･.,･｣- U,･]
)-=i (3. 1)

As easily seen, the inequalities

p21
iAi,A+q{}C2･,･+ U]享B,I,･+pi'･米Aり+qlT'･兼Ci'.+ U,･

iⅡ1plies

p"

-pl･,*萎Ai,71,-c2., (3.2)

This means that if we pass from node
i tonodej, it is better toreplace the arc (i･j) beforehand

by new (afterwards), when the first (second) inequality occurs･ Let J'i'be the set of indices･

1, 2,-････.i-1, i+1,-･･･N, then decompose)'i) into two dis]'oint parts)1(i) and)2(ll';

j(i)-)1(i) n)2(i)

where

Jl
(i,

- ijLL;)(i,;p･･,･ ; p-- ≧一-A-,;.,?i?Lli,.チ
,

and

Jコ(iトthe complement of )1(i) in)(i).

Then (3.1) reduces to the following equation

[pi)･Ai]+qi]Ci,.+ U,･]

[Bij+Pi]キ^i]+qi)･*Cij+ Uj]

1

;
I

J

The equality (3.3)enables the calculation simpler than of (3･1)･

(3.3)

4. tJniquenesさ Of sollltion. The uniqueness of solution of (2.3) is shown by slight

modifications of Bellman 〔2〕.Let †Ui‡and‡Vi‡ are two solutions arid
k be an integer such that
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U^:-Vh.-.Mar ‡Ui-Vi‡･
1=1,-,N

suppose that the minimum
for UL･ is attained at r

and the policy of replacement in the arc

(k,r) is the after-replacement, and the minimum
for Vk is attained at s

and the policy in the

arc (k,s) is the before-replacement･ Then we get

uk
---
Pk,,(Ak,-Ck,) +Ck,+UI･≦Bkb･+P如･"(A^1.rCたs) +CkL,･+Us

Vた=,Bks+Pk㌔(AksICks) +Cks+Vs.

This implies that

Uた-V^･≦Us-Vs,

tbatis,

Uた-Vk-UsIV.q.

clearly we see結s. Repeating this Procedure for Us, we get for some鴫S and n≒k,

Uた一Vk二UsIVg--Un-Vn.

At the mean time, the member of nodes is finite and we exhaust the set of all nodes, and we

have

Ul-Vl-U2-V2-----UN-VN-0.

The similar method is applicable for the remaining three cases with the results that U7:-Vi

(j=:1, 2,
･･････,N).

5. An algorithm. The method of successive approximations in policy space yield us

numerical solutions of (2.3). Let ‡Ui(0)i be an initial appfoxirnation and then define ‡Ui(た)i

inductively by the followings,

Ui (A-+1)
-=Min

UN(k'.ill) -o.

Alin.[pi'･ (Ai'･+ U,1(k))+qij(Ci'･+Ui(た))]
J~='L

Alin [Bij+Pij米(Aij+Uj (A.))+q?･.'･羊(Ci'.+U}
(た) )]

.卜J

(i-1,2, ････-,N-1)

■'i
I

｣ (5.1)

(5.2)

(k~o,1,2,--)

It isknown in (3]that the iterations in (5.1) converges in a finite number of steps for any

choice of (Ui(0)I. Here we consider only the case where

Ui (0)
-Win 〔

piNAiN+qiNCiN

BiN+PiN兼Ai
N+q,,･N兼CiN

(i=二1,2,･･-･･, N-1)

UN(0)
-0.

, and

(5.3)

(.F:1.4)

we shall show that ‡Ur,･(hl)iis monotone, non-increasing with respect toたfor any i.

Ui(1)
-Ui(0)ニーニMin

‡Min [pij(Ai)･-C,:].) +Ci)･+Uj(0)],MEN [Bi)I+pi)'半(Ai)･-Ci).) +Cり+U)･(0)]i
)'キi )'ti

-Ml.a ‡piNAiN+qiNCiN, Bin+Pin兼AiN+qin☆CiNi

≦ 0. (j幸N)

On the one hand, for any A, we easily have

Ui(k+1)
-Ui(k)≦U)(た) -Uj(た~1)

for any i (*i).

(5.5)
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This implies that

Ui(i'+1) ≦Ui (k)

for any i'.

It follows that there exsists a finite Ui-):-
such that

lim UJL(kl)-Ui米
7L:-ナco

(5.6)

(5.7)

and clearly ‡Ui☆i is the unique solution of (2.3).

AsBellman noticed in 〔2〕 that Ui(k') represents the minimal expected cost for a
o占timal path

with at most k steps. This fact implies the foregoing inequalities Ui(た十1)≦Ui(k) and that at

most (N-1) iterations, Ui(L') converges to U才*.

6. Numerical examples. We consider the network of Fig. 1. In this network we can

number every arc (i, i).as i<j and can obtain the solution directly.

*

く;≡ノ5-;;ニーニナ≡:…~≡妻
In each arc the right value means lpi)･I and the left lp,･)*J, moreover

Ai)･-A-18

Bij=B-3

Ci).-TC- 2

for any 1, i.

Ul-29.60 (B, 3)

U2-23.60 (B,5)

U3-22.00 (A,4)

U4=115. 40 (A,7)

U5=16.00 (B,6)

U6- 7.80 (A,8)

U7-I 7.60 (B,8)

U8二二 0.00

Fig. 2 gives the optimal path with optimal policy of replacement.
A

and
β denote after･

replacement and before･replacement
respectively.

Fig.2

In the second example we consider the Fig･3･ In this network we cannot number every arc

(i,i) as i<, i so we apply the successive approximations.
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Fig.3

Ai).
lA-18

∫)7i:.).~73
- .'う

Cり-C- 2

Ul(0) -o〇

U2(0トニ5.8 (B,4)

U3 (0)

---12.2 (B,4)

U4(0トー 0.0

Ul(1)-18.O (A,3)

U2(1)~~~ 5.8 (B.4)

U.3(1)Tll.0 (A.2)

U4(1)- o.o

Ul(2)
~16.8 (B,3)

U2(2)~二5.8 (B,4)

U3(2)
Ill.0 (A,2)

U4(2)- o.o

for any ～,メ,

We can obtain the solution by two iterations and

show the policy of replacement in Fig.4.

Ul-16.8 (B,3)

U2- 5.8 (B,4)

U3=11.0 (A,2)

U4- 0.0

Fig.4

7. Art adaptive problem. In the foregoing problem, we consider the expected cost

independent of time. Here we shall give an another problem wbicb includes time as a

parameter. The two problems differ essentially from each other in the point that the last

problem is that of adative
type

and the former is of optimal one. Let Ui(i) be the expected

cost of traversing from node
i to node

N
with time i

using optimal policy Let Pl･j(i) be the

density function of failure in arc (i,i) at time i.
and

Ai)･, Bij
and

C,L･j are the same as in the

third section.
A and A′ denote the time･1ags of after-replacement of P?.)･(i) and F.I)･券(i)

respectively. Then we have

I三FL･,.(卜s)[A,I,･-,-〟.ブ(s-)]ds･f:qij(i

_.:二:

-i)
[ci'+Uj(S)]

ds〕

B,L･,･･lfo-△′pijW-A-s)[Aij･Uj
(S-A)]ds

(i-1,2, ･･････N-1)

UN(i)-0

We choose an initial sequence

ー｣ qij(i･-A′-s) [Cij+U,I(s)]ds〕

(7.2)
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Ui(0) (i)-Min
I:pin(i-s)AiNds･I:qiN(i-s)CiNds

BiN+l喜-△′piN-"一ユ-s)AiNds･I:-△′q,lN(i-A-s)Cijds

(i-1,2,
･･････,N-1)

UN(0) (i)-0.

Employing the successive approximations, we again get

Ui(k+1) (i)-

LWi ,,

Arin

)士i

Min

)'≒i

1
:.

J

(7.3)

(7.4)

[Itopi,.(トs)[A2･,･･U'(た)(s-A)]ds･I喜q2･,I(トs)[Ci,･･U,･
(た,

(s)]ds〕

〔Bり･r:A′pi,･*(トム-s)[Aり+U,･(た,

(s-A)]ds･Ii.-△′q4,I(i-A′--s)[Cり+U,･
(た, (s)]ds

(7.5)
(∫-1,2, --,〟-1)

UJ～-(k+1) (i)-0

(k-0,1, ･･････) (7.6)

As before discussion, we see that U2･(h')(i) represents aminimum cost for path with time

i,
and this implies the inequality

Ui (k'1) (i)≦Ui (k) (i)

and we see that ‡U,i(k)(i)i∞k=O converges, i. e.

1im Ui(k) (i)-Ui米(i)
k-->⊂つ

Clearly Ui兼(i) is a solution of (7.1).

(7.7)

(7.8)
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